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Part two entails applying the framework and methodology to assess New Zealand 
waterbodies with the objective of identifying those that may be of national cultural and 
historic heritage sigruficance. 

2.2 Methodology 

Prior to the analysis of the questionnaire a list of potential sites of national importance was 
compiled by the author and project team based on a review of literature, consultation with 
individual historians and cultural experts, and the team's own knowledge bank. The 
purpose of this initial list was to act as a basic reference point against which to judge the 
results of the questionnaire and provide an additional safety net to ensure that no important 
sites were missed as a result of uneven responses. 

The information received from the respondents on all potential sites was detailed in the 
Feedback Report. The feedback from the respondents has been considered an important, 
even crucial, element in the identification of water bodies of cultural and heritage value to 
New Zealanders. From this comprehensive list the water bodies identified by the 
respondents have been graded by the number of times they have been selected and to a 
certain extent the level of information obtained about them. The list obtained via this 
process has been compared to the list compiled by the project team and where necessary 
additional sites have been added to the shortlist for further analysis to ensure important sites 
are not excluded. 

Certain water bodies have been excluded automatically because they do not meet the 
definition of a water body, which is: 

Water body means fresh water or geothermal water in a river, lake, stream, pond, wetland, 
or aquifer, or any part thereof that is not located within the coastal masine area (Resource 
Mnlzaget~lelzt Act 1991). 

For the purposes of this report the boundary of a water body is defined as 

on or beneath the mean high flood line of the water body. 

It can also incorporate: 

heritage that is touching or under the water, or is intrinsically part of the water; and 

that which depends or depended on the water for its existence (i.e. it would not be 
there if the water was not also there). Note that the criteria may also be applied to a 
specified part of a water body. 

The extent of a water body was not defined in the Criteria and Metltodolopj therefore for the 
purposes of this project the extent of a water body has been taken to include, in the case of a 
river, the river and its catchment. The Waitaki River includes six lakes and its headwaters at 
Mt Cook. In addition some water bodies are strongly W e d  with other waterbodies for 
cultural or natural reasons and in fact are water body landscapes, e.g the Waikato and Waipa 
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Rivers, the peat lakes Ngaroto and Mangakaware; Lake Whangamarino wetlands including 
Lake Waikare; the Rotorua Lakes; and the West Coast Gold/Greenstone River. 

2.3 Community involvement 

A questionnaire was prepared using the criteria from the N e n ~  Zealnlzd Wnter Bodies Culturnl 
Assessnielzt C1iteria and Metlzodolopj. 

This questionnaire was sent to a variety of groups in the New Zealand community including: 
the CEOs of all District Councils and Regional Councils; the Conservators of each 
Conservancy in the Department of Conservation and staff in the Heritage Appreciation Unit; 
the Ministry for Culture and Heritage; the New Zealand Historic Places Trust: - the 
National Office and the three Regional Offices; the New Zealand Archaeological 
Association; all the history and geography departments of the Universities; and interest 
groups such as New Zealand Fish & Game, Queen Elizabeth I1 National Trust, and Forest 
and Bird. Over 170 questionnaires were sent out and nearly fifty replies were received 
including some telephone responses that were accompa~ued by additional reference 
material. 

The shortlist that was created from the communities' responses and has been assessed 
according to the criteria from the New Zealnlzd Water Bodies Culh~ral Assessnzelzt Ciiterin nizd 
Met~zodolopj was: 

1. Apasima River - 2 
2. Aral~ura River -4 
3. Avon River (Otakxo) - 3 
4. B d e r  River 5 (and Nelson lakes) 
5. Clarence River - 2 
6. Clutha River - 3 
7. Fox Glacier -2 
8. Grey River - 2 
9. Heathcote River - 2 
10. Hurunui River -2 
11. Lake Hawea - 2 
12. Lake Horowhenua - 2 
13. Lake Manapouri - 4 
14. Lake Mangakawara - 2 
15. Lake Ngaroto - 3 
16. Lake Taupo - 5 
17. Lake Te Anau - 3 
18. Lake Wairarapa and Lake Onoke -2 
19. Lake Wakatipu -3 
20. ' ~ k e  Wanaka - 2 
21. Manawapopore/Hikuraki (Mavora lakes ) -2 
22. Mataura River - 3 
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